Hermes

Speaker Ready Room Software

Hermes is an onsite network that allows you and your speakers to make instant updates to presentations, room details, and event technology you use around your conference and trade show.

Say Hello to the 21st Century Speaker Ready Room

The login process is so simple, speakers will be amazed. The mobile app allows A/V technicians to access speakers information instantly.

A/V technicians can see which speakers are VIPs, view notes about the speakers, and act accordingly.

Speakers can alert technicians to problems in presentation rooms for instant support.

The Power of Hermes

Every change made in the speaker ready room is instantly updated in the presentation rooms, ready when your speakers arrive. Attendees will also have the most recent changes readily available in the event app, so they can take notes and follow along with sessions perfectly.

*Speaker see this screen before they present*
Simple Onsite File Management

Magical Login Process

- Logging in at the Speaker Ready Room feels magical with Hermes. Speakers simply scan a laptop screen with the eventScribe app and automatically log in.

- A/V technicians can also look up speakers via the app to scan them in. Speakers are amazed every time!

Collect & Share Data

- Connect up-to-date content and information.

- Push content instantly and keep attendees informed.

- Connected with eventScribe Boost for onsite meeting management in the same app attendees use.

- Content uploaded in the speaker ready room is instantly pushed to the eventScribe App and Website.

Manage Speakers On the Go

- Hermes Speaker Ready Room integrates with eventScribe Boost! With Boost, speakers can view speaker ready room hours, their personal schedule, and questions and notes from their presentations.

- Meeting Planners, A/V Technicians, and other staff can view speaker information and send messages to speakers instantly from the app.

*Education Harvester Onsite Presentation Management

*Speaker and Presentation Abstracts in eventScribe App
“This has probably been my best experience with a vendor. CadmiumCD went above and beyond when providing customer service during the conference. Specifically, Jeremy, who was in our speaker ready room, was such a professional and became part of our OR Manager family by the end of the conference. He foresaw complications that could have caused issues for us before they could occur and provided hands-on, timely customer service to our speakers. We are extremely grateful!”

Brianna Bruce, MS, Conference Manager
Access Intelligence

Want to Know More About Hermes?

Follow The Link or Scan The QR Code Below for More Info!

go.cadmiumcd.com/hermes